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The present study was born from an academic as well as personal interest. I was born and
raised in Puerto Rico in a family that, although used to belong to the Presbyterian Church in my
hometown, San Sebastián, was very
familiar with Spiritism1 in its
communal and social function. My
paternal grandmother was a Spiritist
leader who directed a center in the
Guajataca vicinity, where she
performed the valuable work of
spiritual and moral healing for over
forty
years.
Fig. 1: Photography of San Sebastián, Puerto Rico by photographer
Daniel Núñez.2
My mother’s family was also very familiar with Spiritism. At the
home of my maternal grandfather, we would pray with the Bible,
recite the Catholic prayers of Ave María and Good Friday and
study The Gospel According to Spiritism by Allan Kardec. I was
the youngest of five siblings, so I knew very little about
Spiritism, but as a child I observed many events that intrigued me
and eventually sparked my interest in the topic. In the maturity of
Fig. 2: Photography of the Román Cardona family.
2 Se le agradece encarecidamente al Sr. Axel Toro del Municipio de San Sebastián el permiso para incluir esta
fotografía.
1 We call to mind the definition of Spiritism offered by Allan Kardec: “Spiritism is both a science of observation and
a philosophical doctrine. As a practical science, it consists of the relationships that can be established with the
Spirits; as a philosophical doctrine, it understands all of the moral consequences that follow from such relationships.
We can define it thus: Spiritism is the science that addresses the nature, origin, and destiny of Spirits, and their
relationships with the human world.” Allan Kardec, ¿Qué es el Espiritismo? Edición ampliada y revisada, Málaga:
Federación Espiritista Española, 2014. p. 9.
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my academic career, as I prepared for a sabbatical year, I decided to explore it. Initially, what I
found, thanks to a distinguished and generous colleague, the Puerto Rican historian Gerardo
Alberto Hernández Aponte, were dispersed imperiled cultural materials (i. e. photocopies of
primary works, periodicals, magazines, book reviews, microfilms, historical accounts of
assemblies, etc.). I knew that Puerto Rican women had played a fundamental role in the
promotion of Spiritism during the end of the nineteenth century, but there had been nothing
written about their primary works. I wanted to return to the theme of spirituality and women
which I had addressed in my book Sacred Iconographies in Chicana Cultural Productions.3
Furthermore, I was very familiar with the political and social agendas of transnational feminists
who I had researched for the volume Transnational Borderlands in Women’s Global Networks:
The Making of Cultural Resistance.4 I wondered to what extent the pioneer Puerto Rican women
spiritists associated with the progressive political and social agendas that circulated on the Island
during the last years of the nineteenth century. This brought me to undertake a research project
that documents and creates digital representations of imperiled cultural materials produced by
female Puerto Rican writers. At the end of my research, I discovered that these pioneers engaged
with Spiritism in extraordinary ways in order to transform Puerto Rican society during a
turbulent colonial transition from Spain to the United States.
Fig. 3: Sacred Iconographies in Chicana Cultural Productions, Clara Román-Odio, Palgrave, 2013;
Transnational Borderlands in Women’s Global Networks: The Making of Cultural
Resistance, Edited by Clara Román-Odio and Marta Sierra, Palgrave, 2011.5
5 Clara Román-Odio, Sacred Iconographies in Chicana Cultural Productions, New York: Palgrave Macmillan,
2013; Clara Román-Odio and Marta Sierra, eds. Transnational Borderlands in Women’s Global Networks: The
Making of Cultural Resistance. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011.
4 Clara Román-Odio and Marta Sierra, eds. Transnational Borderlands in Women’s Global Networks: The Making of
Cultural Resistance. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011. See also my project Crossing Borders for Cultural
Resistance, from my course Transnational Feminisms (WGS 242) on http://cbfr.kenyoncip.org/.
3 Clara Román-Odio, Sacred Iconographies in Chicana Cultural Productions, New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013.
See also my article “Flags, the Sacred, and a Different America in Consuelo Jiménez Underwood’s Fiber Art,” in
Consuelo Jiménez-Underwood: Art, Weaving and Vision” Laura Pérez and Ann Marie Leimer, eds. Durham: Duke
University Press, 2021 (in press).
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Methods
The most relevant research about Puerto Rican Spiritism uses an historical methodology
(Arroyo, 2013; Enríquez Seiders 2011, 2018; Hernández Aponte 2014, 2015; Herzig Shannon
2001; Matos Rodríguez 2004; Ramos 1992; Romeu Toro 2015, Rodríguez Escudero 1991; Valle
Ferrer, 1990, among others).6 The present study stems from this research, but it mainly focuses
on the textual analysis of primary works. As a specialist in literary and cultural studies from
Latin America, I focus on how texts are constructed as well as how they relate to other narratives
that circulate in society.7 I do this by means of a discursive analysis that includes elements of
intertextuality and narrativity, voice, focalization, confiability, master plots and style. With that
approach, I intend to
highlight the dynamic and
complex social framework
that our female authors
challenged and transformed.
To track the dynamics of
power in the texts, I address
the following questions:
Who speaks in the text and
for what purpose? How does
this voice challenge the
dominant master narratives?
What elements of the text
Fig. 4: Covers of some of the primary works by pioneer writers.8
8 Simplicia Armstrong de Ramú, Ramo de azucenas. Colección de artículos, Mayagüez, P.R. Tipografía Aurora,
1908; Juana Baldoni Pérez, “Controversia entre los espíritus del sacerdote Don Ramón Catalán y del sabio Sache
Capache”, obtenida por la médium Srta. Juanita Baldoni en Utuado, año, 1885, pp. 99-115, en Sandra A. Enríquez
Seiders, El espiritismo en Utuado: La historia de las hermanas Baldoni, San Juan, P.R.: Biblio Services, 2011;
7 See as an example my book Octavio Paz en los debates críticos y estéticos del siglo XX. Santa Comba (A
Coruña), España: TresCTres Editores, 2006.
6 José Arroyo, El espiritismo libre de sincretismo religioso. Una guía para saber lo qué es y no es el Espiritismo;
así como saber lo que son y no son los espiritistas, 2da ed. San Juan, P.R: 2013; Sandra A. Enríquez Seiders, El
espiritismo en Utuado: La historia de las hermanas Baldoni, San Juan, P.R.: Biblio Services, 2011; Enríquez
Seiders, Brígida Álvarez Rodríguez: Una mujer, una historia, San Juan: Biblioservices, 2da. edición, 2018; Gerardo
Alberto Hernández Aponte, El espiritismo en Puerto Rico 1860-1907, San Juan, P.R.: Academia Puertorriqueña de
la Historia, 2015; Gerardo Alberto Hernández Aponte, comp., La Cieguecita de la Cantera: Obras completas de
Josefa Martínez Torres. Primera mujer novelista de Puerto Rico. San Juan, P.R.: Academia Puertorriqueña de la
Historia y Asociación Puertorriqueña de Investigación de Historias de Mujeres, 2014; Nancy Herzig Shannon, El
Iris de Paz: El espiritismo y la mujer en Puerto Rico, 1900-1905, Río Piedras, P.R.: Ediciones Huracán, 2001; Félix
V. Matos Rodríguez, comp., A Nation of Women: An Early Feminist Speaks Out: Mi opinión sobre las libertades,
derechos y deberes de la mujer, Luisa Capetillo, Alan West-Durán, trad. Recovering the U.S. Hispanic Literary
Heritage, Houston Texas: Arte Público, 2004; Julio Ramos, comp., Amor y anarquía: Los escritos de Luisa
Capetillo, Río Piedras, P.R.: Ediciones Huracán, 1992; Carmen A. Romeu Toro, Espiritismo, transformación y
compromiso social. Historia de la Escuela Magnético Espiritual de la Comuna Universal en Puerto Rico (1930-
1980), San Juan, P.R.: Publicaciones Gaviota, 2015; Néstor Rodríguez Escudero, Historia del Espiritismo en
Puerto Rico. 2da ed. Quebradillas, P.R.: Imprenta San Rafael, 1991; Norma Valle Ferrer, Luisa Capetillo: Historia
de una mujer proscrita, Río Piedras, P.R.: Ediciones Cultural, 1990.
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change literature as an institution? Other methods employed in my academic trajectory that
impact this study are the incorporation of digital oral histories and pedagogies with communal
reciprocity.9 As a methodological approximation, oral history has allowed me to approach the
daily life and mentalities of ordinary people, offering me new perspectives of the past due to its
specificity and emotional resonance.10 The pedagogies with communal reciprocity have given me
an invaluable opportunity to redesign academic work to serve as a resource of personal
transformation and social empowerment.11 In my writing and academic work, I have transformed
these tools of expression and interpretation into a way of exploring and illuminating
marginalized sectors of society; an objective very similar to the work of spiritist women, from
then and today.
The analysis of the primary texts addressed in this study establishes that the social
disorientation stemming from the Spanish empire’s decadence at the end of the nineteenth
century, along with the arrival of Spiritism in the 1860s, and the colonial transition of the Island
in 1898, opened a space in which the conventions
of gender destabilized. The idea that women
were property of their husbands, reduced due to
legal inferiority and forced domesticity,
originated in ancient Judaism; an idea that the
Apostolic and Roman Catholic Church adopted
and brought to the Island.12 However, the
exclusivity of the Catholic Church in Puerto Rico
began to weaken in 1869 by virtue of the Decree
Fig. 5: Women workers in tobacco factories.13
13 Destemmers of the Porto Rican American Tobbaco, in 1912.
12 Ida Raming, “Origen del dominio masculino en la Iglesia”, Concilium, Año XVI, Núm., 154, abril 1980, pp.
51-52  (citado en Barceló Miller, María de F., “De la polilla a la virtud: Visión sobre la mujer de la Iglesia
jerárquica de  Puerto Rico” en Yamila Azize Vargas, La mujer en Puerto Rico: ensayos de investigación. Río
Piedras, P. R.:  Ediciones Huracán, Inc., 1987, pp. 49-88).
11 See Clara Román-Odio, “Public Humanities and Community-Engaged Learning: Building Strategies for
Undergraduate Research and Civic Engagement,” in Civic Engagement in Diverse Latina/o Communities: Learning
from Social Justice Partnerships in Action, Mari Castañeda and Joseph Krupczynski, eds., Critical Studies of
Latino/as in the Americas Series: Peter Lang, 2018, pp. 81-110.
10 Linda, Shopes, “What is Oral History,” in History Matters: The U.S. Survey on the Web, pp. 1-23
http://historymatters.gmu.edu; Donald, Ritchie, Doing Oral History, 3ra ed. Oxford UP, 2015; Christine K. Lemley,
Practicing Critical Oral History, Routledge, 2018, p. 5.
9 Some of those works include: Latinos in Rural America (https://digital.kenyon.edu/lkca/); Stories of Knox County
(https://digital.kenyon.edu/sokc/); Becoming: First-Generation and Latinx Experiences.
(https://digital.kenyon.edu/celspan381/).
Josefa Martínez Torres, La Cieguecita de la Cantera: Obras completas de Josefa Martínez Torres, primera mujer
novelista de Puerto Rico, San Juan, Puerto Rico: Academia Puertorriqueña de la Historia y Asociación
Puertorriqueña de Investigación de Historias de Mujeres, 2014; Francisca Suárez, Un monasterio por dentro:
Dictado de ultratumba por el espíritu de María del Pilar. San Germán, P.R.: Imprenta La Industria, 1893.
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of Freedom of Religion,14 which resulted in the establishment of Protestant and spiritist
freethinking communities. Within this political context, the invasion of the United States
introduced a mode of capitalist production that accelerated the incorporation of thousands of
women into paid work, particularly into the tobacco and sewing industries.15 In 1904, the board
of the Free Federation of Workers recorded the existence of eight women’s unions that included
around 500 members.16 The previous year, in 1903, the Federation of the Spiritists of Puerto Rico
was founded with the impetus of the Grupo Esperanza, led by the spiritist leader and writer
Agustina Guffain.17 These factors made it possible for Puerto Rican women, who until then had
been excluded from public discourse, to avail themselves of
spiritist writing in order to achieve discursive authority and
freedom of action, which changed the course of Puerto Rican
society. The prevalence of Spiritism throughout the twentieth
century led me to the active spiritist centers on the Island. I
wanted to investigate the extent to which Spiritism had
impacted ideas of emancipation, social charity, and education
among contemporary spiritists. The collection of oral histories
included in this exhibition proves that Spiritism continues
having a strong and valuable influence on the lives of women
and on the Puerto Rican nation.
Fig. 6: Logo of the Federation of Spiritists of Puerto Rico (1903).18
In a broad sense, this study addresses three fundamental questions: What happens when
Puerto Rican women spiritists appropriate the works and discourses that have traditionally
defined power? How do they transform the space in which society produces its laws and social
norms? How do their contemporary heirs promote such discourses? Specifically, this study
explains how Puerto Rican women spiritists utilized the spiritist doctrine to give form and
expression to the power in their society. One fundamental objective of this collection is to
preserve and to share with both specialized and non-specialized audiences this important element
of history, spiritual culture, and Puerto Rican literature, for which there is not, to date, an
18 Sello de la Federación de los Espiritistas de Puerto Rico, Archivo General de Puerto Rico, Fondo: Departamento
de Estado, Serie: Corporaciones sin fines de lucro, caja 10 expediente 156. Se le agradece encarecidamente al Dr.
Gerardo Hernández Aponte el acceso y uso de esta fotografía.
17 Teresa Yáñez Vda. de Otero, El espiritismo en Puerto Rico: Relación histórica de la fundación en Mayagüez de
la Federación de Espiritistas de Puerto Rico, San Juan, P.R: Cooperativas de Artes Gráficas Romualdo Real, 1963,
pp. 37-38.
16 Ibid., p. 40.
15 Yamila Azize Vargas, La mujer en Puerto Rico: Ensayos de investigación. Río Piedras, P.R.: Ediciones Huracán,
Inc., 1987, p. 40.
14 Gerardo Alberto Hernández Aponte, La Iglesia Católica ante la invasión de Estados Unidos de América: Lucha,
sobrevivencia y estabilización (1898-1921), San Juan, Puerto Rico, Decanato de Estudios Graduados e
Investigación de la Universidad de Puerto Rico, Recinto de Río Piedras, Academia Puertorriqueña de la Historia,
2013, pp. 24-26.
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equivalent resource. Digital technologies are employed with the intention of expanding
participation to all citizens, offering them free and complete access to the research.
The Collection
The digital collection consists of three main sections. The first contains an introduction to
the topic; a chronology that begins in 1860 with pioneer women writers and ends in 2021 with
oral histories of contemporary Spiritists. It also includes an interview with the renowned
historian of Puerto Rican Spiritism, Dr. Gerardo Alberto Hernández Aponte, who explains the
origins of Spiritism in Puerto Rico and its relationships with the Catholic Church, the intellectual
class, and the politics of the country before and during the colonial transition; and an interview
of mine in which I discuss the primary works and contributions of Puerto Rican women
Spiritists.
Fig. 7: Pioneer Spiritist Writers.19
The second section contains digitized primary works of the extraordinary women
pioneers of Puerto Rican Spiritism, their biographies and a critical analysis of some of their
works and publications, materials that can be accessed from each author’s segment. This section
also contains approximately 2,800 digitized pages of the spiritist periodical publication El Iris de
Paz (1901-1912), founded by Agustina Guffain Vda. de Doittau, as well as a selection of
contemporary spiritist magazines, El Nuevo Criterio and Enfoque Espírita, published by spiritist
associations in the second half of the twentieth century.
19 Se le agradece encarecidamente al Dr. Gerardo Hernández Aponte, Lidia Román, Nydia Lozada, la Dra. Sandra
Enríquez Seiders, y la Dr. Michele R. Hewlett-Gómez el acceso y uso de estas fotografías y otros materiales; Juan
Conatz, “Capetillo, Luisa - a biography”, libcom.org, https://libcom.org/history/biography-luisa-capetillo.
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Fig. 8: El Iris de Paz, 1909; El Nuevo Criterio, 1994; y Enfoque Espírita, 1998.20
The third section presents oral histories of contemporary spiritists. Each narration
contains a digital story, highlighting the most interesting aspect of the interview. This is followed
by other segments of the interview, thematically organized. Every element of the oral history
links to its corresponding textual transcription and translation.
Fig. 9: Contemporary Spiritists.21
Findings of the Study
Through this research I discovered the great diversity of thought and experience of Puerto
Rican women spiritists. The strength and originality of their writing impressed me, as well as the
21 Fotografías tomadas por Olivia Geho, especialista en investigaciones digitales del Ohio Five; y gracias especiales
a Gilda Mirós por el acceso y uso de esta fotografía y otros materiales.
20 Se le agradece encarecidamente a la Dra. Sandra Enríquez Seiders y a A.M.E.P.A el acceso a estas revistas.
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way that they challenged the Church and the patriarchal, colonial, misogynistic State of the end
of the nineteenth century. They collaborated nationally and internationally in the publication of
books and periodicals. They contributed unique and radical ideas regarding women, the social
and spiritual operation, and the world. All of this, during a time when the education of the Puerto
Rican woman was precarious or virtually nonexistent.22 Spiritism secretly arrived on the Island in
the 1860s,23 and its instruction in spiritist centers was legalized in 1888.24 Spiritism became an
agent of change for a variety of reasons. First, because Spiritism proclaimed that the Spirit had
no gender, that men and women are equal before God and have the same rights.25 This new
perspective destabilized the social structures that kept women confined and devoid of
opportunities for intellectual development. Even though, both intellectuals and priests firmly
maintained a double standard that excluded women from the public sphere, Spiritism discredited
the idea of gender as an unappealable hierarchy. Second, because Spiritism promoted
autodidacticism; a type of education that allowed women not only to teach themselves whatever
they wanted but also to bring intellectual and moral development to zones where social
oppression was virtually inescapable: tobacco factories, hospitals, prisons, and schools. Third,
because Spiritism adopted the belief that feminine nature was particularly adept for the
development of mediumship, the faculty that allows one to serve as an intermediary in
conversation with the Spirits, which granted women an audience in the public sphere. As a result,
these writers developed ideas in the fields of spirituality, feminism, anarchism, and unionism,
succeeding to integrate spiritist principles with an emancipating and equalizing vision of the
woman and of the human being.
The selection of pioneer writers and activists was not at all simple because many of their
works are missing in some private or public library. I selected the most distinguished and
influential ones, whose works I localized thanks to the generosity of colleagues and friends,
including the historians Gerardo Alberto Hernández Aponte and Sandra Enríquez Seiders, and
the great-grandaughter of Agustina Guffain, Dr. Michele R. Hewlett-Gómez, who gave me
access to their private collections when the historical archives of Puerto Rico closed due to a
crisis in the national government. There were other writers and activists that made valuable
contributions, mentioned in the works of Néstor Rodríguez Escudero and Teresa Yáñez Vda. de
Otero.26 The path remains open to other researchers interested in recovering their works. For the
moment, I present the selected pioneers and their most important contributions.
26 Rodríguez Escudero, Historia, Op. Cit., and Yáñez Vda. de Otero, El espiritismo. Op. Cit.
25 Allan Kardec, El libro de los Espíritus, Segunda Edición, Brasilia, Brasil, Consejo Espírita Internacional, 2011,
ítem 817-818, p. 442-443.
24 Hernández Aponte, El espiritismo en Puerto Rico, Op. Cit., pp. 336, 458-459.
23 Gerardo Alberto Hernández Aponte, El espiritismo, Op. Cit., p. 26; 330, 456; Sandra A. Enríquez Seiders,
Brígida, Op. Cit., p. 13-20; Carmen A. Romeu Toro, Espiritismo, Op. Cit., p. 15-37.
22 María de Fátima Barceló Miller, Los pinceles del universo: El tema de la instrucción femenina en la prensa
puertorriqueña del siglo XIX (Documento para estudio), Santurce, P.R.: Centro de Investigaciones




The work of Josefa Martínez Torres established decisive connections with local and
international Spiritism, which extend from Puerto Rico, to the Sociedad Constancia de
Argentina, to the Barcelona periodical publication La Luz del Porvenir, to the Library of
Congress of the United States, to the Puerto Rican athenaeum.27 Known as the “Little Blind
Woman from the Quarry” (“La Cieguecita de la Cantera”) she was born in Ponce between 1862
and 1863, in a poor family.28 She was blind in one eye since
infancy, at eight years old she lost vision in the other, and at
ten she was left without a mother. Martínez Torres was an
auditory medium and she stood out because many of her
dictations from the afterlife were published. Her Collection of
Short Novels and Recreational Articles (Colección de
novelitas y artículos de recreo), published in 1880, is
considered the first novel published by a woman on the
Island.29 This extraordinary young woman from the Quarry,
blind and poor as she was, wrote what she heard during a short
period of two years with absolute grace and high literary
command.
Fig. 10: Cover of Josefa’s complete works compiled
by Gerardo Hernández Aponte.30
Francisca Suárez González
Writer, spiritist, and anticlerical activist, Francisca Suárez González belonged to the first
generation of Puerto Rican women spiritists; a group of educated women, active in spiritist study
and experimentation.31 Suárez was blind, but she received her primary education from her
mother, who practiced the profession of obstetrics.32 She was a semi-mechanic medium and her
32 As proven by Francisca Suárez in a letter addressed to Federico Degetau, Resident Commissioner in Washington,
in the Collection of Dr. Ángel M. Mergal, Caja 3, Cartapacio VI, doc. #61, Centro de Investigaciones Históricas,
Universidad de Puerto Rico, Recinto de Río Piedras. I am exceedingly indebted to the historian Gerardo Alberto
31 Nancy Herzig Shannon, El Iris de Paz, Op. Cit., p. 82.
30 Thanks to Dr. Gerardo Hernández Aponte, for granting us access and use of these photographs and other
materials.
29 Juan Antonio Rodríguez Pagán, “Lección Magistral, Carmen Eulate Fernández y Sanjurjo (1871-1961) o las
letras puertorriqueñas en palabras de mujer,” in Exégesis. Revista de la Universidad de Puerto Rico en Humacao,
Año 20, Núm. 58, 2007, pp. 4-16, p. 8.
28 For a biographical summary of Josefa Martínez Torres, see the article by Gerardo Alberto Hernández Aponte
“Josefa Martínez Torres (alias La Cieguecita de la Cantera) (1862 ca.-1881)” in
https://digital.kenyon.edu/espiritismo_josefamartinez/ and his  “Introductory Study,” Op. Cit., p.. 11-35. She is
also written about in El Iris de Paz, 29 de noviembre de 1902, p. 8, and in the Diccionario de literatura
puertorriqueña by Josefina Rivera de Álvarez, San Juan, Puerto Rico: Ediciones de La Torre, Universidad de
Puerto Rico, 1955, p. 356.
27 Gerardo Alberto Hernández Aponte explains this in his rigorous and detailed “Introductory Study” of the only
compilation of the complete works of Martínez Torres, La Cieguecita, Op. Cit., pp. 11-35.
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dictations from the afterlife were spread throughout Puerto Rico and Spain.33 Her well-known
dictation, A Monastery Inside. Dictation from the afterlife by the Spirit of María del Pilar (“Un
monasterio por dentro. Dictado de ultratumba por el Espíritu de María del Pilar”), published in
1885, ferociously criticizes the State, the Church, and the patriarchy. Her journalistic activity was
extensive and very relevant because it captures an important
moment of the separation of Church and State on the Island
and the debates that were sparked because of the change in
government. Her publications demonstrate that the colonial
transition benefited the Puerto Rican woman because it
allowed her to express her voice; a strong and robust voice
that is based on reason and freethinking Spiritism in order
to make her opinion heard. Suárez produced a
counter-discourse in which the woman performs a
fundamental role that promised to transform the spaces
where Puerto Rican society produced its laws and its norms;
in the home, the Church, and the State.
Fig. 11: Photography of Francisca Suárez González.34
Simplicia Armstrong de Ramú
A cultured spiritist writer and activist, Simplicia Armstrong Márquez de Ramú was the
daughter of a Protestant Englishman, who passed away when
the girl was five years old and from a Catholic mother who
left her as an orphan at age thirteen and in charge of a
nine-year-old brother.35 Armstrong de Ramú dedicated her life
to fighting for the emancipation of the Puerto Rican woman.36
She reimagined gender roles and domesticity and adopted a
spiritist spirituality that enabled her to approach the
experience of the oppressed with a profound sense of charity
and justice. In A Bouquet of Lilies (Ramo de azucenas)
(1908), a true defense of free thought, Armstrong de Ramú
uses Spiritism to take radiographs of the social behavior of
turn-of-the-century Puerto Rico. She finds a nation with no
Fig. 12: Photography of Simplicia Armstrong de Ramú.37
37 Se le agradece encarecidamente al Dr. Gerardo Hernández Aponte el acceso y uso de esta fotografía.
36 Simplicia Armstrong de Ramú, Ramo de azucenas: Colección de artículos, Mayagüez, P.R.: Tipografía Aurora,
1908, p. 12.
35 Demographic Registry of Ponce, Record of Deaths 1907-1909, t. 63-68, partida 856, fol. 297, verified online on
FamilySearch, image 2277.
34 Se le agradece encarecidamente al Dr. Gerardo Hernández Aponte el acceso y uso de esta fotografía.
33 Collection of Dr. Ángel M. Mergal, Caja 4, Cartapacio I, doc. #79.
Hernández, for giving me access to his historical archives, thanks to which I accessed various of Francisca Suárez’s
letters that I have cited here.
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clear direction, buried under the hierarchies of gender and class and the religious prejudices of
old Spain. With Spiritism she discovers a spirituality that reconciles her with God, with the
universe, and with the true strength of charity. Ahead of her era, Armstrong de Ramú offers
women the tools for spiritist study, work, and spirituality so that they may liberate themselves
from a culture that rejects and abandons them. She puts the issue of feminine emancipation in the
hands of women because cultural change for the construction of a more equitable and just society
is only possible by means of an authentic process of interior liberation; a process of
self-discovery and reflection that, in the case of our writer, Kardecian Spiritism inspired.
Juana Baldoni Pérez
Juana Baldoni Pérez was a medicinal or consultative medium;38 that is, she served as an
interpreter of the Spirits for medicinal prescriptions.39 Scholars of Spiritism claim that Juana was
one of the country’s best mediums of her time.40 People from all over the Island came to consult
her or to look for remedies for their ailments. Her home was considered a true center of charity,
in Arecibo as much as in Utuado.41 Juana was also a speaking
medium; which is to say she received communications from
Spirits that present themselves without being called.42 Her
sister Lola, the writer, transcribed them.43 Many of her
communications with Spirits were shared in periodical
publications at the time.44 One of those communications has
to do with an argument between the Spirits of the clergyman
Ramón Catalán, the parish priest from Utuado during the
mid-nineteenth century, and a sage, a follower of Allah
named Sache Capache, who debate about the notion of God
and the Universe.
Fig. 13: Photography of Juana Baldoni Pérez.45
Brígida Álvarez Rodríguez
Educator, spiritist, and member of the municipal council of Vega Baja, Brígida Álvarez
Rodríguez was the daughter of Salomón Álvarez Domenech, one of those responsible for the
45 Se le agradece encarecidamente a la Dra. Sandra Enríquez Seiders acceso y uso de estas fotografías y otros
materiales.
44 Such is the case in a spiritual dictation from a preacher that appeared in El Buen Sentido, a spiritist magazine that
was printed in Ponce at the beginning of the last century.
43 At the end of the transcription it becomes clear that the notes were taken by the writer Lola Baldoni.
42 Kardec, Op.Cit., p. 213.
41 María Cadilla de Martínez, “Del ayer que debemos recordar costumbres y valores femeninos'', `` El Mundo,
domingo, 21 de abril de 1946, p. 2.
40 Rosendo Matienzo Cintrón, lawyer, legislator, journalist, and politician from Puerto Rico during the end of the
nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth, confirms that Juana Baldoni was one of the best mediums on
the Island.
39 Allan Kardec, El libro de los médiums, Barcelona: M. Pareja, 1970, p. 219.
38 To learn more about the spiritist life and work of Juana Baldoni, see the valuable book by Sandra A. Enríquez
Seiders, El espiritismo en Utuado: La historia de las hermanas Baldoni, San Juan, P.R.: Biblio Services, 2011.
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arrival of Spiritism in Puerto Rico during the
mid-nineteenth century. Salomón had his own printing
press and published numerous freethinking periodicals
including “El Nivel,” and “La Luz.”46 The marriage of
Brígida with Fernando Enríquez Carmona was the first
civil marriage celebrated in the country.47 Brígida was a
suffragist and when the vote for educated women was
finally passed in Puerto Rico in 1929, she nominated
herself for municipal councilwoman for the Liberal Party
and was elected in 1932.48 Her work as an educator was so
important that when the movement arose to name Vega
Baja’s first secondary school, it carried her name.
Fig. 14: Photography of Brígida Álvarez Rodríguez.49
Agustina Guffain de Doittau
Agustina Guffain de Doittau was one of the most well known and influential spiritist
leaders of her time. Guffain defied the challenges of isolation and lack of education for women,
creating essential social networks that enabled the creation of support systems among women in
turn-of-the-century Puerto Rico. Her periodical publication, The Iris of Peace (El Iris de Paz)
(1900-1912), united the voices of Puerto Rican women
spiritists,50 allowing them to meet one another, and from
that encounter a freethinking, supportive and collective
feminine conscience was born. The self-education that El
Iris de Paz promoted is very important because it
mobilized the emergence of a popular culture that
challenged the literate culture of the State and the Church.
The women spiritists actively participated in public
forums, they connected the personal with the collective,
and fought for natural rights having a central and true
place in the debates that emerged during the colonial
Fig. 15:  Photography of María Agustina Guffain Lanzón de Doittau.51
51 Se le agradece encarecidamente a la Dr. Michele R. Hewlett-Gómez, bisnieta de María Agustina Guffain Lanzón
de Doitteau, el acceso y uso de estas fotografías y otros materiales.
50 Herzig Shannon, Op. Cit., p. 102-103.
49 Se le agradece encarecidamente a la Dra. Sandra Enríquez Seiders acceso y uso de estas fotografías y otros
materiales.
48 In the elections of 1932, in which only women who knew how to read and write participated, María Luisa Arcelay
was elected as representative of la Cámara, along with 103 other women who became municipal assemblywomen.
Universal suffrage was passed in Puerto Rico in 1935.
47 José Manuel García Leduc, Intolerancia y Heterodoxias en Puerto Rico (Siglo XIX): Protestantes, Masones y
Espiritistas-Kardecianos reclaman su espacio social. San Juan: Isla Negra Editores, 2009, p. 322.
46 Other intellectuals from his generation included: Francisco Aparicio Meléndez, Rodolfo Espinosa, Carlos
Doitteau, Emeterio Bacon, Pedro Colberg, Matienzo Cintrón and Federico Degetau González. Fernández García, E.
editor. El Libro de Puerto Rico. San Juan: El Libro Azul Publishing Co., 1923, p. 894.
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transition. Furthermore, hers was the main periodical responsible for establishing, in 1903, the
Federation of the Spiritists of Puerto Rico.52 In 1907, Guffain published Soul’s Effluvia.
Collection of Articles and Thoughts (Efluvios del alma. Colección de artículos y pensamientos).53
Efluvios represents the social and moral imbalance of a classist and sexist society that forbids the
wealthy woman from ever obtaining initiative, reducing her to a performative identity that the
Church and the upper class reinforce. It discovers the poor and desperate woman, who has
nowhere to go to survive and it awards her dignity. It focuses on feminine characters, some
figurative, others historical, and places the Puerto Rican woman in a general, human context.
Guffain’s book assignes Spiritism the important mission of diagnosing and alleviating the social
and moral ills that plagued the Island. From Agustina Guffain’s writing and activism emerged a
Puerto Rican woman who saw herself as an agent of change and as a bridge between the lettered
city and the working class.
Lola Baldoni Pérez
Writer, activist, and spiritist from the end of the nineteenth century, Dolores (Lola)
Baldoni was the granddaughter of a French officer who, fleeing from a terrible massacre in the
Dominican Republic, moved to Puerto Rico at the end of the eighteenth century.54 Baldoni was
the second daughter of a freethinking and anti-Spanish family that professed Spiritism. All five
Baldoni sisters were Spiritists. Lola belonged to the
so-called first feminism movement that fought for women’s
rights, education and suffrage.55 She stood out as a writer
and an activist against the Death Penalty.56 She was very
well known in Puerto Rico and Spain for her contributions in
the periodicals The Iris of Peace (El Iris de Paz) and The
Light of the Future (La Luz del Porvenir).57 Her work
advocates for the education of women, as well as Spiritism
in its most abstract dimensions. In Impressions: A Collection
of Articles (Impresiones: Colección de artículos), published
in 1894, she brings to light the gender biases that inhibited
Fig. 16: Photography of Lola Baldoni Pérez.58
58 Se le agradece encarecidamente a la Dra. Sandra Enríquez Seiders el acceso y uso de estas fotografías y otros
materiales.
57 To access journalistic articles by Lola Baldoni published in El Iris de Paz between 1901-1905, see
https://digital.kenyon.edu/espiritismo_elirisdepaz/; to access works in La Luz del Porvenir by the Spanish writer
Amalia Domingo y Soler, see http://hemerotecadigital.bne.es/details.vm?q=id:0005320903&lang=en.
56 Ibid., pp. 63-80.
55 Ibid., p. 73; Sandra A. Enríquez Seiders. Ricarda López de Ramos Casellas: Tizas Conciencia y Sufragio,
Colombia: Ediciones Callejón, 2006, p. 23.
54 Sandra A. Enríquez Seiders, El espiritismo en Utuado, Op. Cit., p. 53.
53 Agustina Guffain, Efluvios del alma. Colección de artículos y pensamientos, Mayagüez, P.R.: Imprenta Aurora,
1907.
52 Yáñez Vda. de Otero, El espiritismo. Op. Cit. pp. 37-38.
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the intellectual and moral development of the women of her time. She also demonstrates a
profound sense of anticlericalism, while explaining the ties between Spiritism and the figure of
Jesus and offering a meaningful application of the Law of Progress laid out in Allen Kardec’s
The Book of Spirits (El libro de los Espíritus). With a sophisticated and elegant style, Baldoni
analyzes the dominant master plots of her time and dismantles them. Lola Baldoni wrote to
awaken the women of her time from the feminine fantasy that their culture instilled in them, but
she also wrote for the women of the future, for those of us who read her work today.
Luisa Capetillo Perón
Writer, spiritist, international labor leader, and advocate for universal suffrage, Luisa
Capetillo put forward an unconventional premise regarding women and workers that was
inspired by anarchism and Spiritism.59 Daughter of a Basque worker and a French immigrant, she
became one of the most renowned political and literary figures of the first decades of the
twentieth century. She was a leader of the Federación Libre de Trabajadores (Free Federation of
Workers) and she wrote in working class newspapers and magazines.60 She worked as a reader in
tobacco manufacturing factories, where she read aloud
international anarchist press, literature, philosophical essays,
and local and international news of interest for the workers.61
Her book My Opinion: On the freedoms, rights, and duties of
the woman as partner, mother and independent being at
home, in the family, and government (Mi opinión. Sobre las
libertades, derechos y deberes de la mujer como compañera,
madre y ser independiente en el hogar, en la familia, y en el
gobierno), published in 1911 and reprinted in 1913,62 is
considered one of the earliest feminist treatises of Latin
Fig. 17: Photography of Luisa Capetillo.63
63 Juan Conatz, “Capetillo, Luisa - a biography”, libcom.org, https://libcom.org/history/biography-luisa-capetillo
62 Luisa Capetillo, Mi opinión sobre las libertades, derechos y deberes de la mujer como compañera, madre y ser
independiente en el hogar, en la familia, en el gobierno, San Juan, P.R.: Times Pub. Co., 1911; Luisa Capetillo, Mi
opinión; disertación sobre las libertades de la mujer. “Amor libre”; la mujer como compañera, madre y ser
independiente en el hogar, en la familia, en el gobierno, segunda edición, Tampa: Imprenta Joaquín Mascuñana,
1913.
61 Carmen Romeu Toro, Luisa Capetillo, Op. Cit.,, https://digital.kenyon.edu/espiritismo_capetillo/2/; Norma Valle
Ferrer, comp., Luisa Capetillo Obra Completa “Mi Patria es La Libertad,” Departamento del Trabajo y Recursos
Humanos de Puerto Rico y Proyecto de Estudios de Mujeres, Universidad de Puerto Rico, 2008, p. 14; Félix V.
Matos Rodríguez, A Nation of Women, Op. Cit., p. xvii. According to Matos Rodríguez, among the most influential
authors for Capetillo were Bakunin, Tolstoy, Malatesta, Kardec, Zola, Voltaire and Maupassant.
60 Norma Valle, Luisa Capetillo: Historia, Op. Cit., p. 63.
59 Such is demonstrated by the historiography of Capetillo, including the most relevant studies by: Norma Valle,
Luisa Capetillo: Historia de una mujer proscrita, Op. Cit.; Julio Ramos, comp., Amor y anarquía, Op. Cit.; Félix V.
Matos Rodríguez, comp., Op. Cit.; Carmen A. Romeu Toro, “Luisa Capetillo, Anarchist and Spiritualist: A
Synthesis of the Irreconcilable,” in Without Borders or Limits: An Interdisciplinary Approach to Anarchist Studies,
Jorell A. Meléndez Badillo and Nathan J. Jun, eds., Gran Bretaña: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2013, pp.
177-183.
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America and the Caribbean and an important example of worker-feminist-spiritist writing.64 In
Mi opinión, the critique of capital and gender go hand in hand; anarchism and Spiritism work
together to make possible an effective unmasking of power.
Guillermina Massanet de Fermaintt
Guillermina Massanet de Fermaintt performed a vital role in the propagation of local and
international Spiritism during the second half of the twentieth century. In Puerto Rico, she
founded and directed the spiritist center Emeterio Bacon in Santurce and traveled throughout the
Island, leading conferences about the doctrine. She was the first woman elected president of the
Confederación Espírita Panamericana (Panamerican Spiritist Confederation), serving in the
position from 1957-1960.65 She represented Puerto Rico at many spiritist conferences in various
countries of the world. In 1972, at the ninth spiritist Conference of C.E.P.A., celebrated in
Mexico, she was elected Honorary President of the organization.66 She was also cofounder and
first president of the Association of Puerto Rican Women Spiritists in Action, Inc. (Asociación de
Mujeres Espiritistas Puertorriqueñas en Acción Inc.), which was established in 1977 with the
slogan Educate for the Future. Its symbol, a dove with
three grapes in its beak, represents the mission of
A.M.E.P.A.: to water the seed of spiritist knowledge as a
science, philosophy, and set of morals. The life of
Guillermina Massanet de Fermaintt exemplifies the
words of Néstor Rodríguez Escudero: “Spiritism broke
the secular chains that had subjected the woman in the
name of absurd dogmas and cruel prejudices. And the
woman grew so that she could pay, with all her love and
strength, to the philosophy that had emancipated her.” 67
Fig.18: Photography of Guillermina Massanet de Fermaintt.68
Clara Cardona Cardona
Spiritist, medicinal medium, businesswoman and municipal council in San Sebastián for
twelve years (1944-1956), Clara Cardona Cardona grew up in a large Catholic family that lived
from agriculture.69 Her mother was from the Canary Islands and her father was a farmer from
Puerto Rico. Mediumship first came into her life at age fifteen. She started doing spiritist work,
first at her home in the Guajataca vicinity, and later at her center in the same area. People would
come to her to address all types of situations, but many witnesses affirm that her mission, above
all, was to heal the sick. Her life was divided between family responsibilities, civic activities, and
spiritist work. For her service to the community, in 1990 the municipal government of San
69 https://ancestors.familysearch.org/en/LRH2-T58/clara-cardona-cardona-1906-1990, accessed 27 August 2020.
68 Se le agradece encarecidamente a Nydia E. Lozada el acceso y uso de estas fotografías y otros materiales.
67 Rodríguez Escudero, Op. Cit., p. 234.
66 Cosmos, 1972, p. 34.
65 Read her biography on https://digital.kenyon.edu/espiritismo_fermaintt/1/.
64 Matos Rodríguez, A Nation of Women, Op. Cit., p. xix.
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Sebastián declared her “Distinguished Woman” of the town. Ms. Clara’s case represents a variant
of Spiritism that Néstor Rodríguez Escudero calls “folkloric
Spiritism.”70 She was a medicinal medium who practiced the
spiritist morals layed out in the books codified by Allan
Kardec.71 In her center, mediums worked on healing and
consultation, none of which required payment. The doctrine
was studied, although the scientific observation of spiritist
phenomena was not analyzed, nor was any formal record of
meetings kept.72 Nevertheless, many of us have witnessed the
value of this kind of Kardecian Spiritism that Ms. Clara’s
work exemplifies.73
Fig. 19: Photography of Clara Cardona Cardona.74
Contemporary Spiritist Women in Oral History
Oral history offers us a door into the personal alliances that are absent from historical
records. A source of new knowledge and of new interpretive perspectives, it documents the
people’s mentality, the strategies used in difficult circumstances, and the changes in power
dynamics. The interviewees recount profoundly personal stories that tell what the official
documents do not. In what follows, we summarize the oral histories of the contemporary spiritist
women that we were able to interview in Puerto Rico, during the hot and insurgent summer of
2019.75 The process of researching and collecting the oral histories of these contemporary
spiritist women led us all over the Island.
Ana Troche Vargas
In the town of Cabo Rojo I interviewed Ana Troche, President of the Centro Amor al Bien. The
Center was hosting a conference for spiritist women led by Dr. Sandra Enríquez Seiders. Ana’s
interview impressed me not only because of the knowledge that she imparts, but also because it
75 It was in this historic summer of 2019 that the Puerto Rican people rose up against the injustices of the
government of Ricky Roselló, which forced him to resign on July 24.
74 Se le agradece a la hija de doña Clara, la señora Lidia Román el acceso y obsequio de su colección de fotografías
familiares.
73 See the oral histories of Aida Cardona (https://digital.kenyon.edu/espiritismo_aidacardona/ ), Lidia Cardona
Fuentes (https://digital.kenyon.edu/espiritismo_lidiacardona/) and Lidia Román
(https://digital.kenyon.edu/espiritismo_cardona/).
72 As José Arroyo explains, “the fact that a person is a medium does not make them a spiritist. The fact that a
medium carries out his or her mediumistic faculties in an ethical, honest, and free way, without psychological ties,
fetishism, spells, charms or clichés, according to the hypotheses of spiritist philosophy, that makes the medium a
spiritist medium,” El espiritismo libre de sincretismo religioso. Una guía para saber lo que es y no es el
Espiritismo; así como saber lo que son y no son los espiritistas, 2nda ed. p. 66.
71 In particular, El libro de los Espíritus, El evangelio según el Espiritismo and the Colección de Oraciones
Espiritistas.
70 Néstor Rodríguez Escudero, Historia del Espiritismo en Puerto Rico, 2da ed. Quebradillas, P.R.: Imprenta San
Rafael, 1991, p. 328.
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reveals how the spiritist philosophy has informed all of her life. Ana’s
out of body experience, as a result of the unexpected passing of her
mother, alludes to the Spirit’s moment of “disorientation” that follows
death.76 Ana’s clarity and knowledge in facing her mother’s sudden
death have much to offer us. Her interview also reveals what is
typically done at a spiritist center, topics and methods of study, the
role of hypnotic regression, and how and why the Spirits communicate
with us.
Fig. 20: Photography of Ana Troche Vargas. 77
Sandra Enríquez Seiders
That same afternoon, the historian Sandra Enríquez Seiders had the courtesy of allowing
me to interview her about her great-grandmother, Brígida Álvarez
Rodríguez, educator, spiritist, and municipal council in Vega Baja.
We also talked about her great-great-grandfather, Salomón Álvarez
Domenech, one of the spiritists, within the country’s intellectual and
liberal elite, responsible for disseminating Spiritism on the Island at
the end of the nineteenth century. Although Enríquez Seiders did not
grow up in a spiritist family, her perspective is quite valuable, being
one of the few historians who has been able to rescue stories of the
pioneer women spiritists, like those of Brígida Álvarez and the
Baldoni sisters.78
Fig. 21: Photography of  Sandra Enríquez Seiders.
Nélida González Lebrón
In the town of Mayagüez, I interviewed the journalist, poet, and writer of spiritist stories,
Nélida González. Nélida opened for me the doors to her house and to her library. Daughter of a
Presbyterian minister, she told me about her out-of-body experiences, as a girl and as an adult,
and the development of her spiritist knowledge. Under the guardianship of her grandmother in
the Centro Renacimiento de Mayagüez (Renaissance Center of Mayagüez), she developed her
mediumistic faculties. The story about the dancer and her grandmother, published in one of her
books of short stories, De lo fugaz e intangible (Cuentos espíritas) (2019), reminds us that the
human being lives immersed in temporality, which is not the case in the spiritual dimension.
78 Sandra A. Enríquez Seiders, Brígida, Op. Cit.; Sandra A. Enriquez Seiders, El espiritismo en Utuado, Op. Cit.
Other historical studies about the pioneer writers are the following: Carmen A. Romeu Toro, “Luisa Capetillo,
Anarchist and Spiritualist, Op. Cit.; Julio Ramos, comp., Amor y anarquía, OP. Cit.; Norma Valle Ferrer, Luisa
Capetillo: Historia, Op. Cit.
77 Todas las fotografías de las mujeres espiritistas contemporáneas, a excepción de la fotografía de Gilda Mirós, son
de Olivia Geho, especialista en investigaciones digitales del Ohio Five.
76 Allan Kardec, El Libro de los Espíritus, Op. Cit., Libro Segundo, Capítulo III, ítems 163-165, pp. 151-153.
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Fig. 22: Photography of Nélida González Lebrón.
Vanessa González Pérez
In the town of Arecibo, I interviewed Vanessa González,
President of the Instituto de Cultura Espírita Cándido Cotte
Cepero (Cándido Cotte Cepero Institute of Spiritist Culture). The
story of Vanessa and of her encounter with Spiritism was one of
the most moving that I listened to. Vanessa narrates the events of
the development of her mediumistic faculties. It was a difficult
process that challenged her body and her capacity to work. The
topic of reincarnation, central to her interview, also emerges in an
intimate way, because it addresses the connection between her
two childrens’ albinism and a past existence.
Fig. 23: Photography of Vanessa González Pérez.
Nydia E. Lozada Velázquez
In Juncos, located in the east of the Island, I had the fortune of meeting Nydia E. Lozada,
current President of the Asociación de Mujeres Espiritistas Puertorriqueñas en Acción
(Association of Puerto Rican Women Spiritists in Action). Nydia
narrates the extraordinary circumstances that inspired the
founding of A.M.E.P.A forty-four years ago, in 1977. Nydia
defines Spiritism and explains spiritist work within and outside of
the center. Also, during her interview I discovered one of the most
important pioneers from the mid-twentieth century, Ms.
Guillermina Massanet de Fermaintt, distinguished educator with
decisive national and international spiritist leadership. Thanks to
Nydia I accessed an original volume, from 1909, of El Iris de
Paz; a beautiful publication of 250 pages in which the spiritist
stories of that year are gathered.
Fig. 24: Photography of Nydia Lozada Velázquez.
Luz Nereida Beltrán Rodríguez
That same afternoon, in the headquarters of the Association in Juncos, I interviewed the
Treasurer of A.M.E.P.A., Luz Nereida Beltrán Rodríguez. In her interview, Luz Nereida
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discusses the themes of mediums and their confirmations, a
future vision of Spiritism, and the role of the women of her
organization, which has done so much in the fields of
education and social charity. Luz Nereida’s interview
demonstrates that Spiritism is a doctrine and a set of morals
that has impacted entire extended families, from generation to
generation.
Fig. 25: Photography of Nereida Beltrán Rodríguez.
Aida Cardona Vélez
In the town of San Sebastián, I interviewed Aida Cardona Vélez, daughter-in-law of Ms.
Clara Cardona. Her interview reveals how she learned from Spiritism during her childhood, hand
in hand with Catholic and Presbyterian prayers, spiritual
practices that still sustain her at age eighty-six. She was an
eyewitness to Ms. Clara’s spiritist work of healing, which she
describes alluding to iconic stories of individuals who
received the benefit of the medicinal or consultative work of
her mother-in-law. She also discusses the theme of death in an
intimate and memorable way. Ms. Aida’s interview not only
testifies to the positive impact that the “folkloric Spiritism”
movement had on her life, but it also reveals a profound
appreciation for the privilege of having accessed such
knowledge since she was young.
Fig. 26: Photography of Aida Cardona Vélez.
Lidia Román Cardona
Lidia Román’s interview explains the spiritual and political mission of Ms. Clara
Cardona. She also narrates how Ms. Clara’s Spirit guide
presented itself in her life, and how her family, practicing
Catholics, reconciles both doctrines. She refers to the
innumerable people who she saw recover thanks to the charity
and the mediumistic work of her mother. She explains how Ms.
Clara’s Spirit guide worked and how her Center operated. Lidia
Román’s interview not only testifies with great immediacy to the
spiritist and civic trajectory of Ms. Clara Cardona, but it also
offers a vision of Kardecian Spiritism that transcends official
religion in order to center itself in the figure of Jesus and in
charity to others. For Ms. Lidia, “the spiritist world is a soul and
a weapon.”
Fig. 27: Photography of Lidia Román Cardona.
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Lidia Cardona Fuentes
Lidia Cardona Fuentes, native of the Guajataca vicinity, offers a detailed perspective on
Puerto Rican countryside life during the decades of the thirties and forties. She explains how and
why folkloric Spiritism took root and gave fruits. In her neighborhood there was no electricity,
nor potable water, nor churches, nor chapels of any religion. The only way to raise children
within Christianity was by means of Spiritism. She had eleven siblings, and one night every
week her father would gather them all to pray. He would read
passages from The Gospel According to Spiritism by Allan
Kardec and explain them, pointing out their moral principles:
honesty, respect, humility, and kindness towards your neighbor.
Ms. Lidia recounts the experience of being in Ms. Clara’s Center
and discusses how it has empowered her as a woman and as a
director of a school of 1,400 students, being the very shy person
that she is. She compares what she learned within Spiritism and
within her Presbyterian Church and she finds no difference,
because, in her words: “It is the same Sacred Spirit who acts over
the living and the dead.”
Fig. 28: Photography of Lidia Cardona Fuentes.
Gilda Mirós
Gilda Mirós’s interview caused us to cross borders, all the way to New York City. Bastion
of hispanic radio in the United States, renowned actress of Mexican
film, and practitioner of the spiritist doctrine, Gilda Mirós in her oral
history demonstrates how the spiritist doctrine and morals travel. For
Gilda, “the managers were the Spirits,” because in her case all was
done under the protection and orientation of her mother Monserrate’s
Spirit guide. Ms. Monserrate worked as a social worker in the Bronx,
helping the most needy. Gilda also tells about her experiences with
spiritual dictation. The mother/daughter relationship and the routines of
spiritual meditation and work offer an intimate perspective on how
Puerto Rican Spiritism is cultivated at home, under the shadow of this
important filial relationship.
Fig. 29: Photography of Gilda Mirós.79
On What Was Learned and the Future
This research opened to me an unexpected door to the past and the future. It was a vehicle
that reconnected me with my personal roots and my homeland. I rediscovered the story of my
paternal grandmother, Clara Cardona, a spiritist who did much for her town and for the women
who had the fortune of living under the protection of her knowledge and of her heart. In the
79 Se le agradece encarecidamente a Gilda Mirós por el acceso y uso de esta fotografía y otros materiales.
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Municipal Archives of San Sebastián, and with the help of the specialist and friend Axel Toro, I
discovered the reach of her social charity work. This research also reconnected me with the
childhood stories of my mother, Aida Cardona, of my aunt, Lidia Román, and of my neighbors,
like Lidia Cardona Fuentes, who lived nearby and attested to the spiritist experience of my
grandmother and of my town. Through their oral histories, I learned that Spiritism was an
instrument of knowledge and empowerment essential for both the women and the men of San
Sebastián.
The pilgrimage that I set out on three years ago toward the Spiritism of Puerto Rican
women changed me in profound ways. Analyzing the primary works of the pioneer writers
returned me to the story of my country and its women. The archival research gave me the
extraordinary opportunity to rescue those valuable texts and share them with interested readers.
The preservation and the capacity for inclusion that digital technologies allow have an immense
value to me because they reaffirm an essential academic principle: the indiscriminate cultivation
of knowledge for the goodness and benefit of all. At a personal level, this work has transformed
how I view time and freedom; it returned me, in its most pragmatic dimension, to the ideas of
free will and personal responsibility. These ideas will guide me, as never before, on the
pilgrimages that I have yet to take.
